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E.H. Gourmet Joins the Specialty Food Association 
The Specialty Food Association Welcomes E.H. Gourmet As A New Member 

 
VIRGINIA BEACH, Virginia – The Specialty Food Association has granted all five E.H. Gourmet products 
conditional acceptance into its membership program. This approval is the exciting first step towards full 
membership with the association and its nationwide community of more than 3,000 fine food innovators. As 
part of its vision to strengthen the specialty foods market, the Specialty Food Association promotes members 
through its Winter and Summer Fancy Food Shows, and presentation of sofi ™ Awards which recognize 
excellence and achievement in the industry.  
 
The exotic line of flavors offered by E.H. Gourmet embodies the passionate character and adventurous 
lifestyle of the author who inspires them. E.H. Gourmet is excited to announce its acceptance into the 
Specialty Food Association and honored to join this creative community of gourmet food pioneers. 
 
Keep a lookout for these five E.H. Gourmet flavors at the upcoming Summer Fancy Food Show: 
 

 The ISLANDS Cocktail Sauce based on Hemingway’s years in Key, this sauce artfully blends fresh lemon 
and olive juices with hot sauce to create a zesty, citrus flavor. MSRP: $11.99 
 

 The HUNT Grilling Sauce inspired by Hemingway’s adventures hunting the region of Lake Manyara, 
Tanzania. With native African spices and fruits, this tomato and pepper based sauce adds a bit of bite 
to its initial sweet flavor. $11.99    

  

 The BULL Hot Sauce offers a taste of Pamplona, Spain where Hemingway found himself captivated 
with bull fighting and the running of the bulls. This recipe includes an infusion of smoked Spanish 
paprika. MSRP: $9.99 

 

 The SEA SALT boasts a gourmet combination of imported sea salt, granulized garlic, and a hint of 
lemon and lime zest. This delectable addition to any meal will evoke the carefree spirit of Hemingway’s 
times in Havana, Cuba. MSRP: $11.99 

 

 The SUN Always Rises Bloody Mary Mix an ode to Harry’s New York Bar in Paris and the original 
Bloody Mary, this recipe is a tribute to Hemingway’s ex-patriot days. In true Hemingway fashion, we’ve 
skillfully crafted a masterpiece, adding a bit of Dijon mustard give our mix a distinct twist.  MSRP: 
$13.99 

 
Inspired by Hemingway’s epic travels and mastery of the written word, E.H. Gourmet delivers a product line of 
culinary adventure. E.H. Gourmet artfully crafts this inspiration into flavor profiles that personify the standards 
of quality and spirit of innovation demanded of the Specialty Food Association community.  
 
For more information, visit EHGourmet.com or www.facebook.com/EHGourmet 
 
About E.H. Gourmet 

http://shop.ehgourmet.com/products/the-islands-cocktail-sauce
http://shop.ehgourmet.com/products/the-hunt-grilling-sauce
http://shop.ehgourmet.com/products/the-bull-hot-sauce
http://shop.ehgourmet.com/products/the-tropical-sea-salt
http://shop.ehgourmet.com/products/the-sun-always-rises-bloody-mary-mix
http://www.ehgourmet.com/
http://www.facebook.com/EHGourmet


Designed in partnership between the foodies at The Meridian Group and the pros behind Ashburn Sauce, E.H. 
Gourmet honors the life and travels of Ernest Hemingway through flavor.  

http://www.themeridiangroup.com/
http://ashburnsauce.com/about/

